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Medical Billing Made Easy™

Presents

Effective Appeals in Effective Appeals in 
Medical Billing: Medical Billing: 
Breaking Through the Breaking Through the 
Barricade to Get PaidBarricade to Get Paid

Beginning now…

www.Kareo.com

Today’s ProgramToday’s Program
 Introduction
 Presentation: 

Elizabeth W. Woodcock, MBA, FACMPE, CPC 
 Kareo Special Offer:

Tadd Dombart, Account Executive, Kareo
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Tadd Dombart, Account Executive, Kareo
 Questions

How to Participate TodayHow to Participate Today

• Arrow = Open/close your panel

• Questions = Submit text questions

Sponsored by

Follow-up email with video link 
within 24 hours
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Effective Appeals Effective Appeals 
in Medical Billing: in Medical Billing: 

Breaking Through the Breaking Through the 
Barricade to Get PaidBarricade to Get Paid

Elizabeth W. Woodcock, MBA, FACMPE, CPC
www.elizabethwoodcock.com
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AgendaAgenda

 Identify
 Act and Investigate
 Follow up
 Prevent 
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 Monitor
 Summary and Conclusion

IdentifyIdentify

 Electronic or paper
 Why?

▪ Reason code [Claim Adjustment Reason Code 
(CARC)]: why a claim or service line was paid 
differently than it was billed
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 Remark code: used to convey information about 
remittance processing or to provide a supplemental 
explanation for an adjustment already described by a 
CARC

List of standard codes:
www.wpc-edi.com/content/view/695/1
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IdentifyIdentify
15 – The authorization 

number is missing, 
invalid, or does not 
apply to the billed 

services or provider.

1 – Deductible 
Amount
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“Soft” Denial “Hard” Denial

Best Practice: Establish a 
mechanism to track and monitor 

all “hard” denials, by payer, dollar 
amount and reason.

T f  t  t 

Soft Denial
If i t k  t 

Hard Denial

ActAct

 Establish protocols to take action on 
denials based on the reason
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Transfer to next 
financially 
reasonable party 
(e.g., 
patient/guarantor; 
secondary payer)

If mistake, correct 
and resend
If action needed, 
investigate…

… of course, if you made a mistake, 
you may need to write it off!

InvestigateInvestigate

• Review copy of card
• Search in alternate sources? (Hospital)
• Check payers’ member database 

(Medicaid)

Registration
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( )
• Contact patient

Best Practice: Develop a protocol 
manual (in writing) based on most 

common reasons for denials. Address 
what steps must be taken to investigate 

every denial. Timeframe? 7 days.
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InvestigateInvestigate
 ~75% of all denials can be resolved 

without an appeal
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Let’s Start the Debate…

InvestigateInvestigate

Locate objective evidence
 Authoritative sources

▪ CPT:  AMA’s CPT® Manual, CPT® Assistant, 
CPT® Changes: An Insider’s View, etc.

▪ Medical literature
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▪ Specialty society
▪ Medicare:  National and local coverage 
determinations

 Referring physicians

InvestigateInvestigate

Locate objective evidence (continued)
 Insurance company

▪ Definition of medical necessity
▪ Policy manual/statements

 State law
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State law
▪ Timely filing
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InvestigateInvestigate

Gain access to supporting documents
 EOB 
 Office notes, operative reports, etc.
 Link to hospital’s management information 

system
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 Insurance company’s website
 Insurance card
 Proof of filing date

WriteWrite

Put it in writing
 Research form, process required by payer
 Be professional
 Identify the claim, patient and all details 

regarding the service
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 State the facts
 Gather input from the provider

Best Practice: Maintain a “library” of 
appeal letters on your computer’s 
shared drive so you don’t have to 

recreate the wheel.

WriteWrite

Request
 Review by expert in your specialty
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“peer review”
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WriteWrite

Carbon copy 
 State insurance commissioner
 Medical director
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List of insurance commissioners:
www.naic.org/state_web_map.htm

WriteWrite

Involve the patient
 Carbon copy patient on the appeal
 Set up a 3-way conference call
 After good faith effort, inform the patient 

by documenting your efforts and request 
th i  i t   if t t ll  bl  
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their assistance… or, if contractually able 
to, shift to their responsibility

Follow UpFollow Up

 Establish a reminder system
▪ Initiate a tickler system: electronic (Outlook) 
or manual (calendar) 

▪ Call payer in 30 days
 Track efficacy

▪ Were my efforts rewarded with payment?
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▪ Were my efforts rewarded with payment?
 Intervene with payer
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PreventPrevent
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 Return denials to origin (e.g., registration 
errors to front office), ideally automatically

 Implement feedback loop with providers by 
listing top denials ($/#) at provider meetings; 
attaching EOBs as examples

MonitorMonitor

 Audit employees’ work by reviewing 10 
invoices, chosen at random, each year

 Develop report that prints all charge line 
items adjusted – for whatever reason – to 
$0
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SummarySummary

1.  Does this claim need to be written off?

Three-Step Approach to 
Working Denials

If yes, write it off… but use appropriate adjustment code
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2.  Does this claim need to be corrected?  

3.  Does this claim need to be appealed?

If yes, correct it and resubmit it

If yes, develop your case and appeal it
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ConclusionConclusion

It’s worth your 
time!

75% of 
appeals result 
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pp
in denials 

being 
overturned –

and paid

INSANELY EASYINSANELY EASY

Tadd DombartTadd Dombart
Account ExecutiveAccount Executive
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Medical Billing Made Easy™
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$0$0
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$0$0
29

N  LN  L T  C t tT  C t t
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No LongNo Long--Term ContractsTerm Contracts

30

N  C ll ti  P ltiN  C ll ti  P lti
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No Cancellation PenaltiesNo Cancellation Penalties

31
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1 Month Free1 Month Free

32

www.kareo.com/pricingwww.kareo.com/pricing

Promo Code: Promo Code: 1212--7WW7WW

30 d  f30 d  f
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30 days free30 days free
When you subscribe by When you subscribe by 

Friday, Friday, August 3August 3

Questions?Questions?
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Thank You!Thank You!
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